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An Introduction to Kedleston Hall
Kedleston Hall has been the residence of the Curzon family since the house which we find today was
built in 1759. The family had lived in Kedleston for centuries before, but the current house stands as
one of the most impressive and authentic examples of neoclassical architecture and English stately
home culture.
The house itself was a statement of the wealth and increasing influence of the Curzon family in the
centuries following on from England’s Civil War and the first attempts at spreading Britain’s power
across the world.
However, the real spirit of Kedleston Hall owes its history to George Curzon, Viceroy of India (18591925). Not only was Lord Curzon indebted to India because of his political links to the country, but
he himself was fascinated by Indian arts and culture. Lord Curzon was desperate not to be seen as
the same as previous Viceroys and Governors of India who were characterised by their harsh rule,
instead he built his reputation on trying to understand and reconcile Indian culture with British rule.
Some might argue that this is still an example of the worst aspects of colonialism and that events
during Curzon’s lifetime show him to be much the same as the British Empire’s other colonial
governors, but we need to understand how Curzon saw himself in order to understand the legacy he
left behind.
Curzon admired all types of art, in particular classical Greek and Roman pieces, but his curiosity for
all things Eastern set him apart and is perhaps why Kedleston Hall quickly gained its nickname: The
Temple of the Arts. When Curzon became Viceroy and Governor of India in 1899 he began cherry
picking his favourite Indian artefacts and establishing them in Kedleston Hall’s galleries.
Curiously, Lord Curzon came to occupy the Raj Bhavan in Kolkata, then named Calcutta and the
capital of British Imperial India. Raj Bhavan was a stately home built to resemble the grandeur of
Kedleston Hall, so by a remarkable twist of fate Curzon came to live in both the original Kedleston
Hall and its Indian equivalent.
It was while living in Raj Bhavan that Kedleston Hall’s most famous pieces were acquired, the most
obvious example being Lady Curzon’s coronation dress, known as the ‘peacock dress’ for its fabulous
gemstone inlays. Also in the collection are Lord Curzon’s paintings and portraits acquired from India,
as well as photograph and painted portraits of Maharajahs of India. It is curiosities such as these that
made Kedleston Hall such an important place for the Turban project to investigate, as it highlights
and celebrates the strength of Indian culture mixing with British culture. The Maharajahs, despite
British rule, are shown wearing their turbans and traditional clothes, and Curzon’s 300 year history
of Indian aristocrats show us the importance of the turban to Punjabi and Indian identity during the
eighteenth, nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Caesar’s Hall
Caesar’s Hall was used as the main entrance for the original
Kedleston Hall. This grand room was modelled in the style of the
architecture and design of ancient Greece and Rome, known as the
Palladian style. This style is very symmetrical, and uses the same
straight, bold lines as you can see on wonders such as the Parthenon.
Nathaniel Curzon, who commissioned the building of Kedleston Hall,
and his grandson George Curzon, Viceroy of India, were keen
enthusiasts of classical architecture and culture. This is common of
many wealthy people during the 18th and 19th centuries, as there was
an explosion of interest in the classical world as more and more
treasures began to be uncovered by archaeologists and historians.
The idea of using Caesar’s Hall as a grand entrance is very interesting,
because it foreshadows the attachment to classical and antiquity era
art and architecture.

‘Kedlestone Hall 94’
Caesar’s Hall
Interview and oral history with Kedleston Hall volunteer staff and Gurmeet Sangha

Kedleston Hall: ‘Caesar’s Hall was the everyday entrance for both the family and visitors’
Gurmeet Sangha: ‘This is a grand entrance though, so this is everyday?’
KH: ‘This has been the everyday entrance because the family would have lived in the wing to your
left, and the servants would have gone off to the domestic wing on your right’
GS: ‘Okay’
KH: ‘And when you go upstairs you will see that this is a lot less grand than upstairs’
GS: ‘It’s still very spectacular’
KH: ‘It’s still a beautiful hall yes’
GS: ‘So how come you’ve got two or three fireplaces along the right hand side, and the same on the
left?’
KH: ‘It would have just been to try and keep them all warm we have two that are working and you’ll
see as you go past them that they are lit at the moment’
GS: ‘Tell me something about the gigantic pillars, what purpose would they have served?’
KH: ‘The larger ones, as you can see, they are stone. They were put in to hold up the immense
alabaster columns upstairs as well as the floor. The interior columns which actually have a cast iron
floor were added later, in about 1805, and that was because they quickly noticed that the heavy
floor would need extra support, so these were put in to stop the ceiling from bowing’

Marble Room
The Marble Room acted as an entrance hall and meeting place for
visitors to the house. Like the Caesar’s Hall, this is very much
referencing back to Roman and Greek styles of symmetry and
columns reaching up to the ceiling. Unlike the Caesar’s Hall, which
features columns added later in the 19th century to hold up the
heavy floor, the columns in the Marble Room are for more than a
practical purpose. Like many other buildings from this time, there are
more columns than necessary, in order to show off the wealth and
culture of the family, and in order to keep a strict symmetry which
shows their connection to ancient Rome and Greece.
The fireplaces inside the Marble Room are also there to highlight
symmetry. Although the Marble Room is very large and would have
required a lot of heat to keep warm, the principle is the same. More
fireplaces indicate a higher status, and the room has to stay
symmetrical to echo back to classical architecture, along with
paintings atop them which picture the Greek epics of Apollo,
Hyacinthus and Diana and Arethusa.
You can see more of the classical influences on the ceiling of the
Marble Room. Firstly around the tops of the columns are scenes
from one of the most famous works of Ancient Greek literature:
Homer’s Iliad. Secondly, the large dome fitted with an oculus (known
now as a skylight) is directly copied from Rome’s Pantheon
(constructed in 25 BC). The idea here is that light comes in from the
sky, rather than windows on the wall, which allow for this space to
be used for the decorative columns and statues.

Marble Room Oral history
Marble Room
Interview and oral history with Peter and Gurmeet Sangha

Peter: ‘These panels on the door here, are papier mache’
Gurmeet Sangha: ‘They are made from papier mache are they?’
P: ‘Yes, just the panels… and they’re all different, and only in this room’
GS: ‘So what was the purpose of this room then Peter?’
P: ‘An entrance hall’
GS: ‘A grand entrance hall’
P: ‘A grand entrance hall, in the 18th century you wouldn’t come through on the ground level, you
would come through that door there. And if you were a gentleman of means you would show your
card, you would be met by the housekeeper, who would then, part of her duties was to show people
around the house. So you’d go now, round the house, the same way the housekeeper would’ve
shown you around. So if you were attending a ball, in the saloon, or a dinner, you’d be met by
footmen as a formal occasion. But if you just turned up and said “I’d like to look around the house”
you’d be met by the housekeeper, and she would show you round. And the first housekeeper for the
house was a Mrs Garnett, and title Mrs, by the way, doesn’t mean she was married. As far as we
know she wasn’t married and it was treated as an honorary title. So all ladies of a certain age would
always be addressed as Mrs.’
GS: ‘So this particular marble hall then, Peter, are you saying that this is up to scratch now as far as
the heritage is concerned?’
P: ‘As far as we can, as far as can possibly be said it’s as it was in the 18th century. Apart from obvious
things like fire extinguishers and the electric socket there, but there are certain reasons why they
leave those in. They’re not going to take something out just for the sake of it. Having said that, in
some of the rooms you will see, well, there’s only one room where there’s a chandelier. When the
trust took over the house there were several rooms with chandeliers, but they were all Victorian,
much later. But as the emphasis is on the 18th century side of things, all of those were removed, and
the only one that was here in the 18th century was the one in the drawing room. So that’s still in
place.’
GS: ‘So, in those days then there wouldn’t have been much light at all, so how did those three – ‘
P: ‘Well that’s the idea. That’s the idea of the skylights, or they called them ‘occulight’. Like eyes. The
idea is that you let light in from the sky, from the ceiling, rather than from the walls. So the original
plan called for windows there, but when Robert Adam took over he said no, the light’s got to come
in from the ceiling, so he changed things so we’ve got statues inside the house and on the outside

walls there are medallions showing sort of country scenes, and you’ve got the occulights or the
skylights so that light comes in from the top.’
GS: ‘Perfect. Peter how long have you been working as a volunteer at Kedleston Hall?’
P: ‘This is my 9th season, I enjoy doing it.’
GS: ‘I bet you do, thank you very much for showing us, for showing our group. As I said we are a local
group, Your Helping Hands, from Wolverhampton and we’re doing a history project and because of
the connection with India, and this is our second visit here.’
P: ‘Yes, oh right so you know, on the ground floor of the Eastern Museum and it was Lord Scarsdale
who was George Nathaniel Curzon who was viceroy of India, from 1899 til 1905 he was the viceroy.
He did explore that part of the world a lot, he went on three long journeys before he was the
viceroy, mostly in India but also went to Saudi Arabia, Nepal, to Afghanistan, all over the place, and
of course in his day there was no ‘Nepal’, no ‘Pakistan’, it was India.’
GS: ‘Yes, yes. Peter it’s splendid to have met you, thank you very much.’
P: ‘Nice meeting you too, hope you’re enjoying your visit.’

Eastern Museum
As well as the Curzon family’s interest in ancient Greece and Rome,
which was highly fashionable at the time, George Curzon Viceroy of
India was renowned for his interest in travelling the eastern world.
While Britain had established settlements in India for hundreds of
years and Indians had lived in Britain for just as long, the east was
still a place of exotic curiosity for most Britons.
Even before George Curzon became Viceroy of India (which meant
he represented the Empress and was the head of state for British
India) he maintained an interest in travel and exploring other
cultures of the world. His earlier years took him through the Middle
East through to Afghanistan, Russia and even Korea in the far east,
before several lengthy trips to the Indian subcontinent. This is
extremely important to our understanding of the East Museum.
While it might be tempting to see the collection of Indian artefacts as
a form of colonial plunder, it seems that Curzon celebrated the arts
and culture that he encountered, and rather than taking it from India
it’s more likely that he wanted to bring it to England to educate and
amaze his guests at Kedleston Hall.
The Eastern Museum is organised as an ‘arts and crafts’ museum,
which is unusual. It doesn’t give a history of India before Britain, or
British India, but instead celebrates the arts as Curzon found them,
all jumbled together and simply meant to inspire awe. This goes for
the entire house, a jumbled together piece of Georgian, classical and
eastern influences which in many ways perfectly sums up the
position Britain was in for much of the 19th century.

The significance of Kedleston Hall for Your Helping Hands lies in the
Eastern Museum and the ‘Trophy Room’ corridor. For the Delhi
Durbar of 1903, held to celebrate the coronation of King Edward VII,
Lord Curzon in his role as Viceroy of India gathered the rulers of
India’s princely states for the festival. As part of this, he produced
photographs of each of the princely rulers from all parts of India,
from the Kashmir and Punjab to Bengal, and from Uttar Pradesh in
the North to Tamil Nadu and Kerala in the south. What is striking,
and of great interest to we here at Your Helping Hands, is the fact
that all of these rulers proudly wore their traditional headdresses,
highlighting the different styles and environments of their origin. It
also shows how there was no conflict between being part of a British
Empire and retaining centuries-long culture and heritage by wearing
turbans and topis during the coronation celebrations.

‘David East Museum’
East Museum
Interview and oral history with David and Gurmeet Sangha

Gurmeet Sangha: ‘David, thank you for welcoming us to Kedleston hall, please tell us about where
we are now.’
David: ‘Right, you’re in what we call the ‘Eastern Museum’, which contains mostly materials that
were brought back by Lord Curzon of Kedleston in 1905 when he came back from his second tour as
viceroy of India, and much of it consists of materials, tributes, that were given to him as a
representative of, by then, the King Emperor, Edward VII, from local rulers, from Tibet, Burma, all
the surrounding nations of India, as well as the rulers of the Maharajah states of India at the time.
It’s an arts and crafts museum, so the arts and crafts movement in the Edwardian times when this
was established, did celebrate arts and crafts, and so one of the problems with the museum today is
that it doesn’t have any great historical or geographical sense with each of the exhibits. For example
behind you, as we’ve just come, there are two displays of weaponry. But if you look at the way the
weaponry is set up, it’s not going to tell you anything about the history of the weapons or their
origin. They’re assembled in the cases so they look nice. It’s a symmetrical display. Similarly, there is
a case with a whole lot of material made from ivory, but not necessarily all from any one place or
any one historical period, similarly there’s another space with a whole lot of silverware, another case
with lacquerware, but it’s there to celebrate the arts and crafts aspect of it rather than to teach you
anything about where they came from or what they established. What most people come to the
Eastern museum to see, unquestionably, is the peacock dress which you have in front of you, which
was worn by Lady Mary when she was vicereine of India, for at least one if not many of the balls
which were part of the Delhi Durbar, which was there to celebrate both the accession of Edward VII
and of course to celebrate the life of the recently deceased Victoria. The peacock dress is nothing
like as illustrious as it had been in 1905, but this is 2016, but you still get some idea of how
absolutely magnificent it was. It’s made from fabric from woven threads of real silver and gold, on a
cloth of gold, and the pattern is a whole set of peacock feathers beneath it, because the peacock
was symbolic of Indian royalty, and the whole thing was designed to be a celebration of, I suppose,
the juxtaposition of Indian heritage, and of course the royalty of the British empire, at the time. So
she would’ve worn this at the b all from the Durbar, having spent the day in the dust and the heat of
the procession on top of the elephant, and I often say to visitors at the end of that what she
probably wanted to do was get into a hot bath and soak with a nice gin and tonic; but in fact what
she had to do was to get into this dress and all her finery, and this dress weighs about four and a half
kilograms so it’s not light, and she would then lead the ball on the arm of her husband, the viceroy.
He and she would open the dancing for the evening.
GS: ‘David that’s a very very nice introduction to the East Museum room. This is our second visit and
thank you very much for giving us that brief talk and we’ll see you on our next visit.’
D: ‘Love to see you’

GS: ‘Thank you’
D: ‘Though in fact you see more of this from the other side… because of the lighting if I can bring
your round here’
GS: ‘Ah yes’
D: ‘Now what do you think are, what look like gemstones? Have you got any guesses?’
GS: ‘Are these emerald stones?’
D: ‘Had they been emeralds, instead of this weighing about four and a half kilograms it would’ve
been about fourteen and a half kilograms’
GS: ‘I see, right’
D: ‘They are the elytra, or wing covers, of scarab beetles. If you look at a beetle in sunshine as it’s
scurrying across the ground you see how it irredesces, like the feathers of starlings, that does the
same. Now the ball for the Durbar was held not in candlelight but by electric light, so even in 1903
and as she moved the whole dress would shimmer, and every time she ‘swished’ as it were, the wing
covers would actually light up, as you can see. You get the nearest effect by ‘swishing’ yourself and
then you see how the lighting changes as the gold and silver threads are reflected then you see the
green, which do look very much like gemstones, but they’re not, they’re the wing covers of beetles.’
GS: ‘How do you preserve something like this, this has been on display here for how long?’
D: ‘If you look… that very carefully monitors the temperature and humidity inside, and as long as we
keep the glass closed, it will maintain a humidity where nothing can actually grow on the organic
fabric of the dress. So it’s really, I suppose, eternal vigilance is how you maintain this.’
GS: ‘That’s amazing, so it’s permanently kept at about thirteen point seven degrees?’
D: ‘That’s right yes. But that’s principally to control the humidity rather than the temperature. In fact
that’s one of the reasons that the whole – I bet you haven’t been very warm today have you?’
All: ‘No’
D: ‘One of the reasons we control the temperature is not to control the temperature, it is to control
the humidity, because if we get dampness in the house then the fabric will be very quickly damaged.
It will start going blue and furry. One of the reasons that the room is so dim, although as you’ve
spent more time in here it gets better because the rods in the back of your retina develop more
rhodopsin which is the chemical that detects the light, which is why when you come in from the
bright light at first it seems very dark but the longer you remain the more you can actually see. And if
you go out into bright light again you’ll have to start from scratch, but one of the reasons apart from
that it is so dim, is that end of the room is at the moment closed, and has been for at least five years.
If you picture the outside – although you haven’t seen the south front of the house have you – but
you have seen the north front and the grand stairs that you came up from the outside have a tunnel
beneath them, which leads of course into this level. You came up the stairs onto the first floor. Well
there was a tunnel beneath that which leads you into Caesar’s hall and the stairs are either side of it.

The same is true of the south front of the house, and the original damp-proofing that was there had
lead flashings as you would put on a church roof nowadays, and those lead flashings deteriorated
unknown to the family and the trust. And so there was a huge penetration of dampness into the
tunnel. Now the flashings have been replaced but the tunnel area has to be allowed to dry out very,
very, very slowly otherwise the stonework will crack and the flashings will be damaged again, so at
the moment while the outside is properly drying the rest of the museum is sealed so you’ve got
much less light coming in from that side as you would have under normal circumstances. Having said
that, this was set up in Edwardian times as an Edwardian museum when in fact the lighting would’ve
been very dim, so even when we do restore that we will never have any more light in here than
there is now. And if you look at the exits you will see the original museum labels are still here in
copperplate handwriting, and that was done for us by the Victoria and Albert museum. So all those
labels are ones originating from 1905. So that’s a photograph of the portrait you have outside – you
know what you saw – of the viceroy and you may notice that in all his portraits he looks extremely
severe. There are two reasons for that: one, he was a very severe man, that’s the first reason. But
the second is that he had a congenital deformity of the spine, and when he was only sixteen he
made matters worse by having a riding accident and so for the rest of his life he wore a steel corset
to support his back, which is why he always looks so frightfully extreme – because he was in
discomfort and pain for all his life. And although the howdar is not the one they used in the Durbar,
it’s exactly the same model, so it’s very, very similar, and if you look – we’re talking about the end of
the processions when she was going to have to get dressed and the finally lead the ball, this does put
into perspective that the vicereine and viceroy were sat there, in this, on top of – and there is a
photograph – now this is from the actual Durbar, now I think the Sikh guard is probably getting on
for nearly two metres tall, so you add another two metres there and then you put the howdar on the
top, you’re a long way off the ground. There are no seatbelts, there are no sick bags, and she was
there presumably trying to hold on both to her breakfast and her dignity for the whole of that
procession. And when you get to look at the film out there you will see, of course, there was not just
the few elephants belonging to the viceroy and his party, but everyone who came to the Durbar
brought with them elephants, cavalry, soldiers, and the dust must’ve been scarcely believable. But a
huge procession and they were the leaders of the procession as I said, having to hold on to dignity
and breakfast.’
GS: ‘David, you know the video of the Durbar itself, is that accessible to us, is it on the website
anywhere? Or would it be in a history archives?’
D: ‘I really don’t know, all I can suggest you do is if you look at the website and see it would be, if
there’s a… comment card and there is video material I think it would be of interest. People would
pay money to buy it so it might be worth making the suggestion. It would come better from a visitor
than it would from one of the volunteers. We make so many suggestions and after a while they
ignore us.
Jaswinder Singh Chaggar: [inaudible]
D: ‘In the trophy corridor, I can, the easiest way is if you go into the shop and then out of the shop to
the inside of the house you will find it in the trophy corridor – so called because it has all the
trophies of the poor wretched animals that the Raj shot for fun, and they’re in there, and that’s
where the video is playing.’

A Short History of India’s Maharajas
India’s Maharajas have been a constant symbol of authority
throughout the country, from the Mughal Empire of the 16th and 17th
centuries, up until well into the 20th century after India’s
independence. The role of Maharajas varied from place to place and
they resemble the uniqueness of India and Pakistan’s regions, and
from their beginning Maharajas ruled over Sikhs, Hindus and
Muslims and represented India’s diversity themselves too. There was
no conflict between being a Muslim or Sikh ruler and ruling cities
who were mostly Hindus, as their complex systems of local rule
provided some stability. Their rule was organised by highly
sophisticated ethical and religious codes, some handed down from
the heavens and others coming from common practice and historical
etiquette.
‘Maharaja’ comes from the Sanskrit word for ‘great king’, and that is
certainly fitting for their history. These kings and their people
resisted Mughal rule as well as British Company rule, contributed
massively to Britain’s war efforts, integrated the culture of the
people they ruled with the cultures in the West, and produced
fantastic displays of their own power. Their system of courtly
gatherings, the Durbars, became a model for diplomacy that was
quickly adopted by the British in India and were also a way for all to
show off their splendour. The wealth and power of India’s Maharajas
is highlighted by treasures such as the Patalia necklace, which
contained the then largest diamond in the world, and their elaborate
headdresses, turbans and topis were adorned with beautiful
gemstones which leaves people in awe even to this day.
Though the Maharajas’ position as powerful and influential figures in
India has faded since their heydays, when they confronted all threats

to the stability and well-being of their subjects, as new political ideas
captured the imagination of India in the mid-20th centuries and
democracy came to replace these older ties, for many cities and even
entire regions of India they remain powerful reminders of local
identity and a source of great pride.

